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Components:   Rules in 5 Languages   

 
 
 

1 Start Card         4 Easels    
89 Palette Cards   1 Starting Hex 
36 Palette Hexes  23 Commission Cards 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Players: 2  - 4  Product Code: 101450N 

Playing time: 30 – 45 minutes UPC: 609456646765 

Age: Family 10 +  Size: 12.25” x 8.75” x  2” 

Case size: 6  MSRP: $39.99  

                                                                                                                                                                  

  

                                                                                                               

 

 

 

          
         Sales@eagle-gryphon.com  
             US Sales:  615-812-2705 
         Warehouse:  270-259-88334                                 

Target Audience: 

 Casual to advanced gamers, families and couples 

 Fans of art and history and great for use in school and library settings 

 Game, toy, gift, museum and book stores     
Core Information: 

 Condensed packaging of Pastiche, the 2011 Mensa Select Award Winner 

 23 exquisite reproductions of classic paintings by European & American artists 

 Exercises planning & reasoning skills and encourages flexible thinking  

 Develops basic knowledge of creating colors and recognizing art masterpieces, 
their creators and artistic periods of style 

 

Petite Pastiche gives players an opportunity to mix 

colors (using palette cards) and re-create the palettes of 
23 different classical European and American artists. This 
is a condensed packaging, for faster play, of the award-
winning game Pastiche.  Players score their commissions 
by mixing primary colors through clever tile placement to 
create the colors needed to complete Commissions.  
Explore ART in this unique and challenging family game. 

  

Couples love it!   ***    Families love it! 
 

Pastiche = 2011 Mensa Select Award Winner!  
 

What they are saying about Pastiche: 
 

“Pastiche…is stripped down to the core of art creation: get 
colors, mix colors, paint. The game comes across as both 
highly abstract and deeply thematic.”  
                                                       ~~Eric Martin on BGG.com 
 

“Pastiche helps enhance art appreciation… you get to 
enjoy great paintings while playing.  Elegant, beautiful, 
and it works!”                         ~~Ender Wiggins on BGG.com  
 

“The game components are amazing. Great quality from 
the famous art works, to the rest of the game.” 
                                                  ~~ GhostbusterBob BGG.com 
 

Game designed by Sean D. MacDonald  
Published by Gryphon Games 
Made in China 
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